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Poster Presentations

**Engineering**

1st (tie) Alan Dogan, *Selective PEGylation of Sirolimus for Enhanced Stability and Additional Functionalization*. Faculty Mentor: Horst von Recum, Biomedical Engineering Department.

1st (tie) Amrish Selvam, Bailey Flint, Ziwei Li, Haley Sims, Brice Smith, *Portable Neonatal Hypothermia Device*. Faculty Mentor: Colin Drummond, Biomedical Engineering Department.

2nd Alex Cannizzaro, Clarissa Cuevas, *Holden Arboretum RTU Testing and Implementation*. Faculty Mentor: Larry Sears, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department.

**Life Sciences**

1st (tie) Alexa Smith, *Haltere synchronization and frequency in flies*. Faculty Mentor: Jessica Fox, Biology Department.

1st (tie) Jeanette Sullivan, *Mechanisms of Opioid Regulation of Human CD4+ T Cells*. Faculty Mentor: Alan Levine, Molecular Biology and Microbiology Department.

2nd Brian Zhang, *Wnt-induced excessive lipolysis drives fat loss in skin fibrosis*. Faculty Mentor: Radhika Atit, Biology Department.

**Social Sciences**


2nd Emily Young, *An Experimental Analysis of Frame Breaks and Essential Frame Features*. Faculty Mentor: Mark Turner, Cognitive Science Department.

**Physical Science**


**Management**